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This user manual contains important warranty, safety, and product feature information. View the
user manual below for more details. Want a copy for yourself? Download or print a free copy of
the user manual below. Dryer thermal fuse, degree f Part WP Add to cart. Appliance touch-up
paint, 0. Dryer drying rack Part Dryer terminal block screw and nut set Part Appliance spray
paint biscuit Part Appliance spray paint gray primer Part Dryer motor wire harness connector
Part Refrigerator capacitor screw Part WP Dryer timer wire harness connector Part Plug Part
Show More Parts. LG Dishwasher Parts. Food Processor. Kitchenaid Food Processor
Replacement Parts. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts ,
Shop Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Lawn Vacuum. Craftsman Lawn Vacuum Parts.
Portable Air Conditioner. Portable air conditioner Repair Parts. Power Screwdriver. Power
screwdriver Repair Parts. Shop Press. Shop Press Repair Parts. Tool Cabinet. Tool cabinet
Repair Parts. Wall Oven. Kenmore Wall Oven Parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. I have a
whirlpool model WEDSW0 dryer it worked fine just a couple of days ago and now I push the
start button and it will not turn on and the dryer light is off. I have tried re-setting the breakers, I
have un plugged and re-plugged it and I have even cleaned out the Lint vent and still nothing.
Can anybody please help me out. You first need to test whether there really is power. If you're
comfortable with a voltmeter or some other test device that can handle v, test your outlet. Check
your owner's manual and see what kind of built-in protections your dryer has: fuses, onboard
circuit breakers, that kind of thing. Check that they're okay. The dryer light not coming on
makes me think that it's some kind of power interruption, either inside the dryer or in your
house. Rule that out and we'll dig in a little deeper if you're still coming up with nothing. I have
tried re-setting the breakers, I have un plugged and re-plugged it and I have even cleaned out
the Lint vent and still It is possible the thermal fuse in the back by the fan is open circuit. You
need to take the back off and look for a long white box with two wires coming from it. In a pinch,
you can short the two wire together and the dryer should now work. However, this is dangerous
and not recommended to leave the machine unattended, that is do not go shopping or whatever,
or, if a fault occurs, the house might burn down. If you have no heat, then you have no flame, if
you have no flame, then you have no ignition, and need a new "ignition switch. If You don't
know, what you are doing, and don't want your house to burn up, Call a "qualified heating man.
Not the handyman. Trending News. Tiger Woods seriously injured in rollover car crash. Official
on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. FOMO
trend is fueling a homebuying surge. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help.
David N. Answer Save. If either comes up empty, your problem isn't the dryer. Whirlpool Dryer
Not Turning On. This Site Might Help You. Go buy a new thermal switch from Lows or any good
hardware store. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still
have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Email address. Search by Model or by Part
number. IOS fix: this prevents back forward cache. Genuine product manufactured by
Whirlpool. Note: If your dryer does not heat, first check for a blown thermal fuse on the blower
housing before replacing the heating element. In most cases the heating element will have a
break in the element if defective. Diagram More Parts From The Diagram. Product Description
Touch Up Paint 0. Single Wire. It replaces many other belts, including some with 5 ribs and 4
grooves. Kit includes one dryer belt, two drum support rollers, one idler pulley, 4 roller tri rings,
and a clip. The part numbers of the belt, idler pulley and roller are listed below. This kit is
designed to include most of the necessary parts required for the installation. Contact us with
model number and serial number to verify if kit is compatible with your dryer. Note: Dryer
high-limit thermostat, L, with terminal extension arm. This thermostat should be closed for
continuity at room temperature and opens at around degrees Fahrenheit. To purchase a water
filter subscription, you must create an account or sign in to your existing account. Your account
allows you to track order history and provides for faster, easier purchasing and customer
assistance. Once your account is created, you will be returned to checkout to complete your
purchase. Forgot your Password? Whirlpool will be using the following information we gathered
from the external platform you selected to create your account. Did you know that cleaning your
dryer and vent can help keep your drying times shorter and your clothes in good shape? Our
guide can help you understand what needs to be cleaned, plus how and when to do it:. A screen
blocked by lint can increase drying time. It is important to clean your lint screen after every use.
Locate your dryer's lint screen, which is most likely near the dryer door. Remove the screen by
pulling up, then gently remove the lint from the screen by hand and put the lint trap back. Wet
lint is harder to remove, so don't scrub or use water. Thoroughly clean lint trap Remove your
lint screen and set it aside, then completely turn off your dryer and open the dryer door. Using a
vacuum crevice tool or dryer cleaning brush, carefully clean the interior and exterior of the lint
trap, as well as the moisture sensor strips on the outside of the lint trap. When you're done,
make sure to replace the lint screen, close the door and plug your dryer back in. The laundry

detergent and fabric softener that builds up on your lint screen can increase drying time. If you
notice lint collecting on areas of the screen or plugging the mesh, the screen may be more
difficult to clean by hand. Here's how to clean your screen with water:. Clean your dryer drum
Clear or vacuum any debris before cleaning. Watch out for things like stuck-on tape and
wedged-in threads. For an electric dryer, rub the drum with a soft cloth that has been dipped in
a mild hand-wash dish soap diluted in very warm water. For a gas dryer, do the same with a
liquid, nonflammable household cleaner. Your dryer's exhaust vent may be clogged if dry times
are lagging, clothes aren't getting dry or you can't feel air moving through the outside vent.
Cleaning your dryer vent is essential, so schedule a service appointment if it's difficult to find or
access your dryer duct and outside exhaust vent. If you want to clean the dryer vent yourself,
get a dryer vent cleaning kit then follow these steps:. Locate your dryer's exhaust vent. Typical
locations include the outside of your home, your roof or your attic. Remove the plastic cover
that protects the end of the vent. Unplug your dryer's power supply cord. On gas models, close
the shut-off valve in the gas supply line, then disconnect and cap the supply line pipe. Push the
brush from your dryer cleaning kit as gently and as far as possible into either end of your dryer
duct. Make sure to follow any turns or corners. Slide your dryer back into place. Run an empty
dryer cycle for 10 â€” 15 minutes to blow out residual dust and confirm that the vent is clean.
Knowing how and when to clean your dryer vent can go a long way toward keeping it in shape.
To tumble dry or not to tumble dry: that is the question. Wait, what does tumble dry even mean?
Find out here. Subscribe to Receive :. Total Price:. Our team is doing their best to resolve these
issues and ensure a positive shopping experience, and we appreciate your patience as we work
diligently to address these concerns. Continue Shopping. Session Timed Out Your session has
expired. Kitchen Appliances. Appliance IQ. Home Innovations. Explore Washers. Shop Washers.
Explore Dryers. Shop Dryers. Stacked Laundry Centers. Explore Top Load Laundry Set. Explore
Front Load Laundry Set. Commercial Laundry Equipment. Explore Small Space Laundry
Appliances. Smart Laundry Appliances. Home Solutions. Explore Refrigerators. Shop All
Refrigerators. Shop French Door. Shop Side-by-Side. Shop Top Freezer. Shop Bottom Freezer.
Explore Ranges. Shop Ranges. Explore Cooktops. Shop Cooktops. Wall Ovens. Explore Wall
Ovens. Shop Wall Ovens. Explore Microwaves. Shop Microwaves. Explore Dishwashers. Shop
Dishwashers. Explore Hoods. Shop Hoods. Shop Freezers. Ice Makers. Shop Ice Makers. Water
Filters. Shop Water Filters. Shop Compactors. Smart Kitchen Appliances. Explore 3rd Rack
Dishwashers. Explore Small Space Kitchen Appliances. Explore Smart Ranges. Explore Low
Profile Microwave Hood. Appliance Cleaners. Explore Connected Appliances. Voice Control.
Works with Yummly. Smart Integrations. Product Registration. Product Help. FAQs and Videos.
Connect Your Appliance. Contact Us. Schedule Service. Return Policy. Payment Options.
Extended Service Plans. Buying from Whirlpool. Sign In. Whirlpool Appliances. Explore
Washers Shop Washers. Explore Dryers Shop Dryers. Explore Ranges Shop Ranges. Explore
Cooktops Shop Cooktops. Explore Microwaves Shop Microwaves. Explore Dishwashers Shop
Dishwashers. Explore Hoods Shop Hoods. Create Your Account To purchase a water filter
subscription, you must create an account or sign in to your existing account. Link Example.
Sign in with Facebook. Yes, I'd like to receive occasional special offers, promotions, or other
e-mail marketing communications from Whirlpool and its affiliated brands. I agree to the Terms
of Use and Privacy Notice. For more information about our privacy practices and a list of
affiliated brands, please read out Privacy Notice. Create an Account. Whirlpool Brand U.
Appliance IQ Laundry Articles. How to clean dryers inside and out. Every load: clean dryer lint
screen. As needed: clean lint trap and exterior. Every six months: deep clean lint screen. Here's
how to clean your screen with water: Roll lint off, then wet both sides with hot water. Scrub with
nylon brush, hot water and liquid detergent to remove buildup. Rinse with hot water and dry
thoroughly. As needed or indicated by dryer: clean drum, vent and duct system. For both an
electric and gas dryer, rinse well with a wet sponge or towel. Tumble a load of clean clothes or
towels to dry the drum. Clean dryer vent and duct Your dryer's exhaust vent may be clogged if
dry times are lagging, clothes aren't getting dry or you can't feel air moving through the outside
vent. If you want to clean the dryer vent yourself, get a dryer vent cleaning kit then follow these
steps: Locate your dryer's exhaust vent. Remove any tape or clamps holding the exhaust vent
pipe to vent on the back of your dryer. Learn more about clothing care. How to keep a clean
washing machine. Read More. What does tumble dry mean? How to prevent shrinking clothes.
Want more answers to your kitchen and laundry questions? Browse All Articles. Was this article
helpful? Pass it on. Item added to the compare list, you can find it at the end of this page.
Comparing 0 Items. Model: Color: Quantity: Subscribe to Receive :. Proceed to Cart Continue
Shopping. JayYoung24 3 posts. Son of Samurai 2 posts. If you grab the publication number in
Reg's last post , you can search for it yourself. We have the file on the site. We have placed
cookies on your device to help make this website better. You can adjust your cookie settings ,

otherwise we'll assume you're okay to continue. Webinar Recordings Index Page.
Recommended Posts. Posted July 26, Thank you in advance for your time and assistance. Link
to post Share on other sites. Replies 10 Created 8 yr Last Reply Jan 8. Top Posters In This Topic
3 3 3 2. Popular Days Jan 7 5 Jul 25 4 Jul 26 2. Popular Days Jan 7 5 posts Jul 25 4 posts Jul 26
2 posts. Gee Whiz ur correct. My booboo. I would like the dryer manual. Wiring Sheet JayYoung24 Posted January 7. Posted January 7. Team Samurai. Son of Samurai Posted
January 7. JayYoung24 Posted January 8. Posted January 8. Son of Samurai Posted January 8.
You need to search with just the publication number -- leave the. Followers 1. Go to topic listing.
Sign In Sign Up. Important Information We have placed cookies on your device to help make
this website better. I accept. Part Number: W Backorder: No ETA. Part Number: WP In Stock.
Part Number: Part Number: WPW Not Available for Retail Sale. Part Number: WB1X Shopping
Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart.
Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Whirlpool Dryer Parts. Continue Shopping
Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Add to Cart. Shaft, R. Cabinet Parts. Screw, Top and
Console Parts. Popular Parts. Drive Belt. Door Switch. Heating Element. Drum Support Rollers.
Idler Pulley Assembly. High Limit Thermostat. Thermal Cut-Off Kit. Dryer Parts. No questions
have been asked yet. Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will
respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special
discounts. Model Number Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question!
Our experts will get back to you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue
Shopping. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable
to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer
Service. On this page, I have the instructions and the parts you need to identify and fix the
problem. I got on your website and saw it had a box talk to a rep After ordering the part I was
told between 2 and 5 days.. After 15 minutes the dryer was up and running, and as they say
happy wife happy life. Thanks again ,If I ever need any more parts or help online I will know
where to go. One of the contributors to your website walked me through how to test for
continuity on the various components of the heating can. After testing, the heating element
failed and I immediately ordered a new one from your website. Your website had the lowest
price for the heating element, and for a reasonable shipping charge, the party was delivered the
following day. I installed the party but the dryer still didn't heat. I then did some additional
reading online and found out that sometimes one of the circuits would trip, resulting in the
dryer starting up and the motor turning, but still not be able to get heat. I reset the breaker and
started the dryer up again, and to my absolute relief, the dryer heated up. I am very appreciative
of this site. It has all the parts you could ever need, shows pictures and explanations for each
part, and even comes with a how to video. The prices are the lowest, and the forums are the
icing on a great big cake. By the way, I wanted to give a shout out to brobriffin. He was
instrumental in walking me through this process, and we even began texting each other, where
he gave additional guidance, as well as sending various videos and pics to help give me a
visual of what he was explaining to me. All in all, appliancepartspros will be my go to website
when I need appliance guidance. Thank you, Richard Lucey. Youtubed video to diagnose which
found out it was the heating element. Part came in 2 days. Wife happy. Ordered heating element
from APP. Received in one day. Checked continuity of heating element and found open coil and
ordered part, heating element received in two days, installed heating element which was a
perfect fit and everyone is happy drying their laundry. Appliance shop tested all electronic parts
and said they were all fine. I disagreed. I replaced thermostat, thermal fuse and finally the
heating element. Then I cleaned out the coil-type dryer duct, and now it's as good as new. I plan
to replace coil duct with metal later. This Whirlpool dryer heating element is rated volts and
watt. It replaces many older styles. When the element burns out, it cannot be repaired and must
be replaced. Preface: I have never done anything like this before. My ten year old Whirlpool
dryer electric ran perfectly except that it suddenly stopped heating. I went on youtube and your
website, watched a few videos and thought to myself "I can probably do this. It arrived in a
couple of days and was installed in about ten minutes. I am happy to report that with your help
the dryer in running like new. Thank you. Hard to believe how convenient and efficient this
company is. I bought those parts tuesday they were here thursday morning had my dryer
working great by noon thursday. I found your website with complete detailed instructions for
troubleshooting the dryer. After I identified the problem, I was able to watch the video showing
the repair and then order the part. Easy as pie, and I knew nothing about dryers. Your website
saved me a bundle on technician labor fees. I was new to these repairs and not very skilled with
the multi-meter. The thermal cut off switch was bad. Simple diagnosis, checked for open
heating coil, was ok, then checked and found open thermostat. Easy to replace. For Whirlpool
made electric dryers. This kit includes one thermal cut-off degrees and one hi-limit thermostat

degrees and comes with wiring and connectors. I went online and saw a video from
AppliancePartsPros. The gentlemen showed me exactly what I needed to fix my dryer and
exactly how to repair it. His directions were so easy to follow. I ordered the parts from
AppliancePartsPros website and installed them and my dryer is working better than before.
After finding out vent was plugged. Seems okay now. Troubleshooting resulted in one of the
thermostat the high limit being open. Priced the item at local sources, and the prices were all at
least double that of Applianceparts. Tested the part before installation. Now the machine works
as it should. Thanks for being available to assist and especially with lower prices. Comes with a
terminal extension arm attached. I went on YouTube and looked for this issue. I found an video
stating the heating coil might be out and how to test it with a multimeter. I followed the
instructions on removing the bottom panel and another piece to get to the heating coil. I had to
remove the two leads going to the heating coil. When I went to remove the second one, it just
severed, with one end just hanging and the other piece still connected to the heating coil
terminal. I removed the wire to have a look and it looked like it burnt or melted. I read online that
this could happen if there is a loose connection between the wire and the heating coil terminal.
So I knew the wire was definitely the problem or at least part of the problem. I went to the Sears
Parts and Service center for the wire and they did not have it. I figured I could try Home Depot or
Lowes to get the right gauge wire and the terminals and just make what I needed, but they didn't
have the right terminal connector. There are different size terminal connectors on either end of
the wire and Lowes only carried the small one. Same with OSH. At this point I just called a
repairman, but decided to keep looking online. Finally when I made my search less specific
about my make and model of dryer, I ran across another repair site stating exactly what I was
looking at with a link to AppliancePartsPros. They had exactly what I needed with a little video
showing exactly what I needed to do. I did put a rush on the wire to beat the repairman who was
scheduled to come out a week later. I wanted to see if the new wire would fix the issue or if my
heating coil was also out. I made the repair, turned on my dryer with the cover still off and I was
able to see my heating coil light up. I let it run for about 5 minutes and sure enough the dryer
was heating up again. It maybe took me 20 - 30 mins to fix, and that was because I needed to cut
and strip off the end of the "melted" wire and splice it with the new one. It took a little turning
and elbow grease to get the stealth off the "melted" wire. Once that was done, everything went
just like the video. Needless to say I called off the appointment. I just kept it as a backup in case
I couldn't fix it myself. I am extremely happy I found AppliancePartsPros. I bought a new wire,
clipped off the damaged portion of the old one, and tethered the new and healthy portion of the
old wire together. The parts I ordered came quick, the videos were a huge help, parts were fairly
priced Great place to order parts from, I'll definitely be coming back to them. We followed the
repair video. We probably couldn't have done it without the video but it was an easy quick
repair. We were sorry we hadn't replaced the felt sooner. My son in law and I replaced the seal
in about 30 minutes. It would be difficult for one person to do alone, but it was easy with two..
Ordered a new one, which came the next day I try to follow your instructions on the Internet.
Every time I got to end of seal on drum, it would pop off. Finally, just did a little section at a
time, and it worked out. Replaced the fan. It required the complete dismantling of the dryer, but
it wasn't difficult and the repair went well. Watched a video on You Tube. But it took a little too
long to get the part 8 days. Took the entire dryer apart and watched a video on how to do it..
Took us about 25 mins and the dryer works like new. So happy!!!! I watched a repair video on
how to replace the wheel. There was a link provided to order the replacement part. It was
shipped and arrived in 3 days. First I had to replace the motor, however, as an ex professional
Repair Technician, I happen to know that quite often, it is very difficult if not impossible to get
the blower wheel off of the motor shaft. Especially since the models that use these blower
wheels are quite old now still good though. When this happens, the blower wheel must be
chiseled apart to get the motor out. That said, I had to do this and after replacing the motor, it is
very easy to spin the new blower wheel on to the motor. I would suggest to anyone changing
the motor, to order the blower wheel as well since you may likely need it and won't have your
dryer inoperative while ordering more parts. Used APP to id part. Came fedx next morning. Me
and youtube installed the fan. My kitchen laundry is back up and running! I am just an average
guy so getting the right part so quickly made the repair go smoothly! I followed the video online.
I determined it was a thermostat. I ordered the part and installed it. The dryer is working fine
now. Bought a new screen and put it in! My dryer is very old, so I was happy I could even find a
new part. Found the model number, went on line to parts breakdown, and ordered a new one. I
pulled old one out and inserted new one. To fix it I just bought a new dryer screen to replace the
old one. Delivery time for the new part was super fast. Ordered a new filter screen. It was at my
door in 2 days and was a perfect fit. Took longer to open package than to install. Will definitely
use parts pros in the future. Replaced it with one of your products, works fine and want to thank

you guys for your fast shipping. Great company will do business again and recommend you
guys to friends. Thank Bill. However, it would run if I gave the motor shaft a spin. Suspected
either a starting relay or capacitor. Soon leaned that it integral part of the motor. So I had to
replace the motor which fixed the issue. I looked at your repair video and ordered the
replacement part. The motor arrived quickly and I replaced the motor. Unfortunately the fan
broke while removing the old one this I understood sometimes happens but was easily replaced
as well. I was so proud of my work and the wife was so proud of me. By ordering the parts and
doing the work myself I saved hundreds of dollars by not having to buy a new dryer. Repair was
also so much better for the environment without having to throw away the old dryer! I am not a
repairman and don't have much handy experience but the video made the repair a snap!
Disassembled dryer to get down to the motor. Had to chisel blower wheel off motor. Picked up
wheel locally and assembled back together again. First dryer stopped working. When I went to
restart there was a humming noise. I unloaded the dryer. Turned on the dryer and it made a
humming noise again but it worked. When I put a load in the dryer it made a humming noise and
wouldn't start. I ordered a Dryer motor from AppliancePartsPros. I paid for next day delivery. I
went back to the website and it has a video showing how to install it. It took about twenty
minutes to install the new motor and it worked great! I have used AppliancePartsPros. My
appliances are over 21yrs old and work great! Thanks to AppliancePartsPros. Great Service. I
replaced the dryer motor and blower fan. The blower fan had to be chiseled off the dryer motor
shaft. If you don't need the blower fan simply return it for a refund. Original Whirlpool Part. I
ordered the Latch Kit. It arrived within 2 days. I replaced the Latch and Striker within 5 minutes.
On a Friday, I ordered the replacement part, which was easy to find on the appliance Parts Pros
website. It came the very next day! I watched the video on the appliancepartspros. I then went
and snapped in the clip that came in the kit into the dryer door. Ran the dryer the door stayed
shut. Dryer fixed!!! I looked up the problem on YouTube and saw that it was a simple fix. I went
to Google Search for the part and appliancepartpros. Their site is so convenient. All I did was
input the model number and then the part name. They even have how to videos on the repairs.
Bought the part and I got the part within a couple days. Took me 20 minutes to repair. Used
Appliance Parts Pros on line chat. Problem solved. That led me to think that the door switch
was bad and an ohm meter showed it was bad. The new switch I received from A. Received part
on Tuesday approx 3pm, by pm the switch was installed and dryer was working. Fastest service
I have ever had. The replacement part was exactly like the one that came out even the same part
number, with instruction how to install. When I need appliance parts I will order from this
company. The video helped immensely. I ordered the part from AppliancePartsPros. The new
part fit perfectly and worked correctly. Great service! Replacement belt was very reasonably
priced and was shipped super fast! Ordered Sunday and arrived Tuesday afternoon. Repair was
very easy. Only required removing two screw on the front dryer plate which then popped right
off Maytag Performa. Dryer drum can be lifted easily to put belt around. Came with a diagram of
how to use the tensioner which was helpful. Couldn't actually see what I was doing so had to do
it by feel. Was a tight squeeze to get my arm back to the pulley and tensioner but was overall a
very simple fix. Dryer works great now. Went to your site and viewed it and searched the parts
and found he belt. Bought a belt and watched the great video on the site that walks you through
replacing the belt; worked perfectly, and the dryer is now fixed saving me hundreds! Just
change the thermal fuse, That caused the problem but also changed the other parts to prevent
future problems. I ordered a belt from you - which under regular shipping was received in less
than 24 hours. I'm slow - I thought your time estimate was realistic. The additional time was
spent cleaning lint. I did - which seemed to eliminate the need to be concerned about the back
drum gasket slipping under a lip. Replaces 5 rib wider belt. Matching idler pulley WP and rear
support rollers T. Includes screws and wire connectors. For the complete terminal block kit use
I disassembled the dryer, cleaned all the lint out it was everywhere and I'm surprised it had not
caught on fire , sprayed lubricant on the idler pulley and the rollers. Then I put everything back
together and used the dryer. It was quiet but, short lived. The plastic retaining clips 4 for the
rollers were much more difficult to remove and replace than shown in the video. Other than that,
everything went EZ PZ. My wife came home at the end of the job and helped me by holding the
drum in place while installed the front of the dryer. I don't know if I could have done it alone. I
know we saved a bunch by doing ourselves AND I could not have scheduled a repairman in that
time. Ordered your repair kit based on my model number. It arrived 2 days later, unfortunately it
was short 4 nylon and one metal retainers. I called and was apologized to. The CSR quickly
found my order and said a new parts kit would go out to me the same day. I was only looking for
the missing parts but was politely told that if a customer has an issue she is there to take care
of it. The new kit arrived in two days with all the parts and the problem is solved. Incredible
service in this "to bad for you society". The video of the repair I was performing was very

helpful. I'm very pleased. I ordered the heater element in my Whirlpool Estates dryer, watched
the video and had it changed in no time. I also replaced the belt assembly. Appliance Parts Pros
delivered! Getting the dryer repair did the trick. Now I have a old dryer that sounds like new. A
special to the person who took my order, she suggested the kit for me. Plus the parts were less
expensive than from another source. Drum support rollers - actually the dryer repair kit came
complete with the lock washers support wheels pulley and belt. Kit includes one dryer belt ,
drum support roller kit T , one idler pulley WP , and instructions. Please note: Some parts in this
kit may not fit your specific model. Use your model number to check for your specific parts.
Dryer heating element I got on your website and saw it had a box talk to a rep Thank you,
Richard Lucey 86 Dryer not heating Youtubed video to diagnose which found out it was the
heating element. Clothes dryer wasn t heating Preface: I have never done anything like this
before. My dryer was blowing cool air and not hot to dry my clothes I went online and saw a
video from AppliancePartsPros. My dryer was not heating. Order as needed. Felt Drum Seal.
Heating element and drum seal The parts I ordered came quick, the videos were a huge help,
parts were fairly priced Great place to order parts from, I'll definitely be coming back to them.
Blower Housing Foam Seal. Blower Wheel. Dryer fan blower wheel broke loose from motor shaft
making loud noise and preventing the dryer from drying properly Replaced the fan. Fits
2011 f150 hood
jaguar 30 v6 engine problems
vauxhall astra rear light cover removal
Whirlpool, Kenmore, Roper dryers. Dryer Cycle Thermostat. My dryer would not get hot I
followed the video online. Comes with the internal-bias heater. Heater Box. Just needed a new
dryer vent screen Bought a new screen and put it in! Thank Bill Dryer Drive Motor. Motor was
humming and not running However, it would run if I gave the motor shaft a spin. Lint Screen
Housing Foam Seal. Door Latch Kit. Clothes dryer door latch failed. Dryer Door Switch. Dryer
would not shut off when the dryer door was opened That led me to think that the door switch
was bad and an ohm meter showed it was bad. Whirlpool Dryer Belt. Broken dryer belt
Replacement belt was very reasonably priced and was shipped super fast! Dryer was squeaking
very badly! Related symptoms. Won't start. Timer will not advance. Door won't close. Will not
tumble. Takes too long to dry. Doesn't shut off. Lid or door won't close. Marks left on clothes.
Shuts off too soon. Too hot. Heat stays on after drum has stopped. Related models.

